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Introduction
This poster represents the key
features and results of the authors
thesis in which the application and
design of specific variable
compression designs will be studied
and simulated from first principles in
the attempt to reverse engineer the
world fist production Variable
Compression Engine produced by
Nissan and apply the design to a
Triumph Daytona 675. this was with
the aim of proving the claims made
of the efficiency and performance
enhancement when using the multilink system.
This study was undertaken due to
the increasing emissions stringency
in the motorcycle industry which
require new and innovative designs
preserve the ICE engine.

Main Claims
Key claims of improvement made by
Infinity about benefits of VC-turbo
compared to it predecessor the
Nissan MR20:
• 46% more power an torque

Primarily a CAD study
was conducted in
Solidworks to revers
engineer the multi-link
system for the triumph
as well as excel engine
model to validate the
claims made about the
benefits of the design
and attempt to solve the
mathematical formula to
determine the kinematics
of the multi-link system.
FEA study's
determined the
designed components
passed FE analysis
with the exception of
the lower-link where
failure occurred due
to intolerable tensile
forces
The FEA study on
the author initial
design for designed
double small end
rod however failed
all FEA simulations
without failure
A rapid prototype was
3D printed for the VCR
multi-link Triumph to
scale for hands on
demonstrations of
how the mechanism
works and to prove
design accuracy as the
bolts from a Real
Triumph 675 were
used in the assembly
of the securing rod

The final note worthy results were the thermal
efficiency increase of 5.5% due to over
expansion with a calculated Expansion Ratio of
9.7:1 via the calculation below where Vs 2 is the
swept volume of the expansion stroke this
increases thermal efficiency from the same
quantity of fuel due to additional expansion
volume compared to induction Volume

The conventional reduction in friction was largely due to
the rod angles as well as the reduced friction coefficient
due to a DLC mirror-Bore coating used with a coefficient
of friction of 0,1 where as the conventional cylinder has a
coefficient of 0.55,

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝐿𝐿1 sin 𝜃𝜃
𝐹𝐹1 =
𝐿𝐿2(sin 𝜃𝜃 ∗ sin 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴) + (sin 𝜃𝜃 ∗ cos𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 )
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𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹2 = (𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 + 𝐹𝐹1 cos𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ) + 𝐹𝐹1 sin 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎2

Torque =

Other key results include the formulation of the offset
required on the controlling rod to alternate between 8.1:1
CR and 14:1 CR where for max CR the lobe has to be at
0 degrees BDC as seen in the graph and deign schematic
below

𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉2
+1
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 =
𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉

• 44% les friction

Theoretical Kinematic
formulas to be proven

The claims validated by the author can be
seen blow as the % increase in theoretical
average power calculated was withing 3%
accuracy of Nissan claims Torque is 8%
accurate to claims and friction has a 3%
deviation to claimed reduction in friction

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 ∗ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ∗ sin 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝛽𝛽

The figure above demonstrate the reduction in rod angles
over the expansion stoke and at Peak gas force with the
max angles at firing shown in the table above
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